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SOME HABITS OF THE GRASSHOPPER-WARBLER 
IN SUSSEX. 

BY 

JOHX WALPOLE-BOND. 

ONLY a summer resident in this country, the Grasshopper-
Warbler (Locustella ncevia ncevia) passes through Sussex in 
pronounced numbers both in spring and autumn. To observe 
this passage properly one must visit the coast, since, when 
inland, this is a species which soon scatters, and seeing that 
it does little in the way of advertisement, being in fact mainly 
a skulker, it is necessary to make laborious search for it. 

If we omit what would seem to be a single record dated the 
gth, A Practical Handbook (I., p. 332) gives only the third 
week of April for even the earliest arrivals, and merely 
" towards the end of the fourth week " for the advent of the 
main body. But here in Sussex we find the bird in force 
without fail during the period of April 15th to 22nd, whilst 
in some years marked invasions occur throughout the second 
week of the month ; occasionally, indeed (as, e.g., was the 
case in 1920 and 1926), good " waves " are apparent so 
early as April 7th, but before then I have no knowledge of 
even a single arrival. Immigration does not cease until, 
roughly, the middle of May, and sometimes considerable 
numbers turn up during that month. Of this point, Booth, 
in Vol. II. of his Rough Notes, affords us a couple of capital 
illustrations, one at Rye in 1858, the other in the vicinity of 
Brighton a decade later. But Booth was palpably " at sea " 
in imagining that the bird never appeared in force until early 
in May. Arrivals after about April 27th are all, I assume, 
passage-migrants ; at any rate, by then, our entire breeding 
stock seems to be settled in summer quarters. Sometimes 
travelling singly, though normally in little detachments, 
Grasshopper-Warblers, probably a good deal more often than 
is generally supposed, make our shores much massed, some
times several hundreds being seen together. One of Booth's 
batches reached such magnitude, and since the birds were 
collected in, seemingly, an isolated patch of marine weeds 
not more than twenty acres in extent, and not very difficult 
to search, his computation is likely to have been tolerably 
correct. 

The same can scarcely be said for my estimate 
of over six hundred birds seen near Newhaven on 
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April 21st, 1922. For to arrive at any sort of count entailed 
many hours of arduous work, forcing one's way through very 
thick, and often high, furze and peculiarly tenacious brambles, 
covering in all—for here and there were open spaces—not 
less than eighty acres. Doubtless, in a good many instances, 
the same bird was counted more than once, but on the other 
hand there must have been many unaccounted for. I have 
never beheld anything approaching the like before nor since, 
and results, even if not meticulously exact, made the toil 
very well worth the while. 

Emigration certainly commences—but only, I judge, on 
the part of juveniles—early in August, and has not subsided 
until the beginning of October, though most have gone by 
about the middle of September. Evidently they sometimes 
leave in companies, since on several occasions I have found 
forty or fifty together in spots where ground conditions made 
for a fairly accurate count. 

Coming now to the county's breeding stock, this, even in a 
good year, can only be described as very thin (more so on the 
whole from most accounts than heretofore) and equally scat
tered, mainly in solitary pairs. But there is one notable 
exception, namely, the Downs between Beachy Head and 
above Hove, and here the bird, if somewhat patchy, is, even 
in a lean season, always abundant and, in certain areas, 
comparatively speaking, packed. There is, indeed, within 
that expanse, about a square mile which sometimes harbours 
at least forty pairs and never less than twenty-five, and for 
numbers this paradise will, I imagine, ever remain unrivalled, 
so far as the British Isles are concerned. Incidentally, 
some of the birds here breed extremely close to houses. 

Several well-defined types of terrain are used for nesting. 
First and foremost rank the " roughs " of gorse and bramble 
thickly grown with grasses and weeds, interspersed here and 
there with plots of rush and bracken, which form such a 
prominent feature of the South Downs especially. 

Next, are withy-beds, and marshes thick with sedgy grass 
and Juncacea. 

Then we get the outskirts and glades of woodlands (par
ticularly sparsely-planted spinneys) which abound in rank 
varieties of grass and brambles. 

Fourthly in favour come thickly-herbaged ditches aligning 
hedgerows, and even the hedges themselves, so long as their 
bases are covered with grass and weeds. 
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Fifthly must be considered lonely grass-grown lanes 
bordered by brambles ; commons ; and the open parts of our 
forests, especially Ashdown. 

Lastly, according to Weaver, hay-fields. 
The standard nest is from one inch to six inches from the 

ground, jammed down into a more or less cone-shaped tuft 
or tussock of nearly always coarse and invariably dead grass 
(twice only, indeed, have I seen fine grass in use) pushing up 
through, and partially covered with, bramble and often 
gorse as well. The site is an atom in a spacious setting of 
similar close-knit, stiff-growing vegetation. Not very often is 
a small, isolated patch selected by the birds, though to a 
large sheet of " islets ", so long as they lie close together, 
they have no objection whatsoever. 

A fair percentage of nests, however, are on, or actually 
sunk into, the soil beneath stuff as described, or amongst 
rushes, heath or (but very rarely) withered bracken, gorse 
alone, and even wild sage and convolvulus, whilst one example 
was simply dumped on earth utterly bereft of herbage under 
a huge, straggling blackberry-bush. 

A scarce type rests wedged up among tall, rank, shrivelled 
grass (free from tufts), generally interlaced with a scrap of 
bramble. An example found by Smyth and me on May 
20th, 1927 (I have heard of others somewhat similar), was 
about fifteen inches from the ground in an immense bramble. 
In withy-beds the nest is sometimes on a freely-foliaged stub. 

I would here stress the fact that never by any chance is 
the nest actually in green grass or weeds, though these, of 
course, are often very close, and to this it should be added that 
ninety-nine times out of a hundred bramble is present. 
Should the birds on arrival find that their wonted haunts have 
become too tall and thick (though really this can only happen 
with gorse and bramble) they will be little used until a season 
or two after the stuff has been cut or burnt. 

Most nests are cleverly hidden, some, indeed, diabolically 
so. One in particular I have in mind, since even after the 
owner had been flushed and watched back several times, it 
took over three hours to discover. I t was on the ground, 
tucked away at the very base of a large dense furze-bush in the 
corner created by its sharply-sloping stem, the bush itself being 
linked up with a huge bramble, the entire position present
ing a solid unbroken front and rendered the more forbidding 
by reason of profuse tangled grass. In the last, of course, 
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by rights the nest should have been—and it was from amongst 
this, too, that the bird got out every time. But as the nest 
was not there, more in desperation than anything else, and 
anyhow, as a last resort, I wrenched up the gorse-bush by 
means of a hooked stick-crowbar, a tool which sometimes 
forms part of my " birding " equipment with such an emer
gency in view ; and not until then was the secret out. Some 
nests, however, are inadequately concealed, a few, indeed, 
downright badly, such as the rare example let into the ground, 
Meadow-Pipit fashion, at the extreme edge of a " scurry " of 
low gorse and bramble bordering an open space. One such 
nest, in fact, found by me on May 22nd, 1925, was partially 
visible from a distance of several yards, and before I looked 
into it (the bird was not on) I thought it was a Pipit 's. 

In the sense that normally, when removed from its site, 
it not only expands, but (the foundations especially) partially 
disintegrates, the Grasshopper-Warbler's nest is decidedly 
flimsy. But otherwise it is nearly always compact and of 
thoroughly solid construction, and, for the size of the bird, 
massive. An average specimen measures 14J inches in 
circumference and between four inches and five inches in 
height, with walls half an inch thick and an external diameter 
of about five inches, the cup being some two inches across by 
one and a half inches deep, and thus, for the general dimensions 
of the structure, the receptacle for the eggs is obviously some
what shallow. In practically every example dead leaves, 
nearly always those of the bramble, form a more or less marked 
sort of faintly funnel-shaped sub-structure, whilst in some 
nests these reach besides right up to the rim, creating thereby 
a complete " shell ". But the body of the nest is of coarse 
dried grasses, the lining being of less rough, but similar, 
material. To the latter in exceptional circumstances are 
added a few strands of horsehair ; but the small feathers 
sometimes seen are clearly all of chance origin, i.e., rubbed off 
the owners accidentally. Externally, on equally rare occa
sions, moss occurs, as, too, in negligible quantities, dead 
thistle-heads, minute bits of other broken weeds, a white 
fleecy-looking plant, dead bracken and even wool and the 
silk and cocoons of spiders. 

Building, the business of both sexes, is seldom, if ever, 
witnessed after about 8 a.m. (true time), and only very 
occasionally, it seems, are mock (semi-) nests constructed. 
Even where the species is thick, it is rare to find two nests 
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much less than, say, fifty yards apart. In one instance, 
however, only some fifteen feet separated two nests. This 
case was the more peculiar from the fact that one of them 
belonged to a couple of birds, which, having lost their original, 
in their own territory of course, wandered for their second 
venture into that of another pair hard by. 

Out of well over 200 nests examined by me in situ, fully 
four-fifths have held sets of six eggs or young, and quite three-
quarters of the remaining fifth, five. There have been only 
fourteen cases of four, three of three and two of seven. An 
" eight " found by Dr. Bryant, was, I feel positive, the product 
of two hens. 

The eggs themselves, which are for a small species remark
ably tough-shelled, may, for the sake of brevity, be described 
as of a minutely speckled .pinkish uniformity, differently 
shaded (even sometimes to pale reddish-brown), with often 
an indefinite tinge of mauve, grey or purplish-grey. But 
now and then quite startling and really lovely variations 
occur. Thus, one is heavily capped with vivid rose-madder, 
another with dark claret-red and yet another with deep roseate 
pink, the rest of the shell showing few markings and these 
mainly ill-defined. Scarcer varieties will remind you of a 
peculiar phase of Swallow's egg, the pale red type of Tree-
Pipit's, or again, an exaggerated Wood-Wren's ; whilst a 
scarcer variety still (very rare) is blotched and blotted with 
red. Most specimens exhibit one or more hair-like lines of 
very dark brown—well-nigh black, in fact; and all the eggs 
of a clutch are practically alike, only that with capped 
varieties an occasional one sports this decoration at its small 
end. Addled eggs—which are very uncommon—are not 
ejected from the nest. Usually there is only one in a clutch, 
but one bird laid five infertile eggs twice running. 

Both sexes sit, and it is instructive to observe them exchang
ing duties. The one off duty, perhaps as much as eighty 
yards from home, looking uneasy and guilty (and therefore 
well worth watching), generally first shows up on a bush or 
small tree of some description. After a short stay it moves 
from one to another of several similar " half-way-houses ", 
maybe dropping into their recesses for a moment, until at 
length it reaches the nest into which it dives diagonally, 
quick as thought. Some thirty seconds later out of the tangle 
flickers its mate, which, with all despatch, flies to some stance, 
say, forty yards distant, where it proceeds to preen, especially 
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the plumage of breast and belly. Evidence that this is really 
a change over by the two birds is afforded by the fact that on 
many occasions I have noticed that, whereas the original 
bird's under-feathers were not disarranged and parted, those 
of the one coming away from the nest were. However, cer
tain proof of the point was obtained from two birds, at different 
nests of course, each of which sported on one side at least 
two white outer rectrices—incidentally, the sole cases of 
anything approaching albinism in this species that I know of 
in the county. One of the birds is nearly invariably on, or 
by, the nest after two eggs have been laid, but incubation, 
which I believe lasts a fortnight, if not fifteen days, seldom 
properly starts until the clutch is complete. 

Twice at least I have known a Grasshopper-Warbler finish 
laying by April 30th, if not a day sooner, and in early seasons 
a fair proportion of birds are sitting during the first third 
of May. But, taking one year with another, the date 
for fresh clutches lies between May 10th and 22nd, with 
the period embraced by the 14th to 19th inclusive by far the 
most profitable. There are, however, always a few rather 
later birds, though no new-laid first clutches are forthcoming 
after about June 1st. Genuine second nests—and, despite 
statements to the contrary, the species is invariably double-
brooded—are prevalent from late in June to even early August, 
and because of this latter fact I believe, sometimes, that three 
families are reared in a year. 

Unless, of course, the season is too far advanced, a Grass
hopper-Warbler, after losing its eggs (no matter how much 
incubated) or nestlings, will nearly always have a new nest 
built and the first egg of the fresh clutch deposited five days 
later; incidentally, this applies to most small species. But, 
conversely, in cases where the young fly in safety, any further 
nest need not be expected for nearly three weeks, a habit also 
in accordance with that of most small birds that bring up 
more than one brood in a year. 

Although Cuckoos occur in most Grasshopper-Warbler 
haunts, twice only have I known the bird victimized. The 
first record goes to Weaver at Harting prior to 1877 ; the 
second to me, near Newhaven on May 20th, 1930, and 
curiously enough the interloper's egg was pinkish. 

Generally speaking, this Warbler is a very tenacious sitter, 
only relinquishing its nest under actual pressure, or in other 
words, shall I say, from the stroke of a stick, without which 
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to search for its nest is virtually to invite failure, unless, of 
course, you know of it beforehand. On being flushed, it 
either runs or flies. If the former, it often paces away unseen 
until you succeed in beating it up. Thereupon, it flies hurriedly 
and very low, generally but for a few yards (sometimes, indeed, 
one only)*, though sometimes up to as much as fifty or sixty, 
and then plunges into the all-concealing cover. If one sees 
the bird before flushing it, the sole view nearly always is but 
the most cursory glimpse of a little, shadowy, mouse-like form 
slithering and scuttering through the matted vegetation with 
amazing speed. Only very occasionally, and then only very 
briefly, does a running bird show up in the open. But one 
bird, whose nest was in a tiny island surrounded by sparsely-
covered ground, was in view for fully fifty yards, now running, 
now hopping, and actually, when pressed, accelerating by 
means of flapping its wings. If a bird flies straight from the 
nest it behaves in the same way as a runner when getting up, 
but just occasionally one will now at first fly with curious danc
ing actions, carrying itself almost end-on, instead of proceeding 
normally. I may add that about six times I have known a 
Grasshopper-Warbler on my approach, even up to seven 
paces ahead, fly straight out of its nest. 

On the whole, this species evinces no ostensible concern for 
the welfare of its belongings, lurking wherever it may chance 
to fetch up after being flushed until the disturbance has died 
down. But one here and there (sometimes joined by its mate) 
returns, and, in full view, flops about from point to point as 
you examine its treasures, or else shuffles under the adjacent 
cover. Another bird may, for a few moments, practise the 
" broken-wing ruse ", and yet another show off with audible 
flutterings, whilst two conspicuously audacious individuals, 
as I inspected their nests, were constantly visible within a 
foot or two of me and more than once within a few inches. 
One of them, indeed, I thought meant settling on my out
stretched palm ! In all the above cases vocal demonstration 
may find part, but the nature of this I prefer dealing with 
later on. 

The non-sitting bird, which almost habitually gets up some 
paces in front of one, and very seldom underfoot, is rarely 
anywhere really near the nest, but it is sometimes, and then 
it may facilitate your quest by approaching with challenging 

*In this case the bird keeps within a few inches of the ground and 
actually gives the impression of trying to run through space ! 
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flight ; or maybe creeping about mouse-fashion on some small 
open space, ever and anon whisking its wings up and down ; 
whilst one bird cast all discretion to the winds by literally 
grovelling within a bare yard of me. 

In some cases the Grasshopper-Warbler, after being driven 
from its nest, runs back to it, sometimes from start to finish, 
even though that entails quite a long and what must be a very 
arduous journey ; but usually it flies the whole way much in 
the same manner as when changing guard, thus only running 
at the very conclusion or, perhaps, not at all. Once the coast 
is clear, though this usually only means that you can, if you 
like, stand within a few yards of the nest—no bird I know is 
quicker about returning to duty, generally, indeed, under 
five minutes (only two sometimes) sufficing for its absence. 
In fact, once only in this respect have I found the bird really 
shy. 

It is well-nigh impossible to make this species desert. 
Even should all the surroundings be cut away, leaving just 
the grass-tuft, in which the nest reposes intact, still it will 
stick to its post, whilst even the removal of the nest 
itself, so long as it be replaced fairly quickly, will not cause 
desertion. 

It is almost universally held that this Warbler's nest is, in 
the main, one of the most difficult to find that there is. In 
reality, however, provided you are the possessor of unlimited 
leisure, patience, method and unflagging energy and zeal, 
it is, all in all, one of the easiest, and to the truth of this 
assertion many of my friends can testify. To show just how 
easy it can be, I may relate that on May 22nd, 1929, single-
handed, I found seven nests, and just as dusk was falling put 
an eighth bird off eggs, which came to hand in a few minutes 
next morning, though it should be added that the task took 
seven and a half hours of almost uninterrupted toil to accom
plish. All the same, no matter how hard one works, this sort 
of bag in such a comparatively short time is most exceptional ; 
indeed, two or three people working together do not normally 
expect to find more than three or four nests in a whole day, 
with now and then, of course, entirely blank days. 

The " reel " of the male Grasshopper-Warbler, usually 
somewhat severe and " clicky ", but periodically (as when 
courting) almost soft and liquid sounding, is given inter
mittently from arrival in the nest haunt until, in extreme 
cases, early September. But really cheerless conditions— 
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cold rain and cutting wind—even at times when song should 
be at its best, have a most disheartening effect on the bird, 
which now seems only capable of producing a forced, feeble 
and unmaintained effort. During incubation and when feed
ing young, little song is heard by day, and hardly more in 
most cases whilst building and laying are in progress. But at 
other times the bird rattles away at intervals from dawn till 
eve and thence till dawn again, some of his spasms running into 
even fifteen minutes (Mayo) of unbroken and breathless-sound
ing duration. Just occasionally a bird will strike up from the 
depths of its impervious fastness and still more occasionally as 
it flies between two stations. But usually, of course, it skirls 
while clinging to some spike at or near the summit of a bush 
or small tree such as a hawthorn. A dingy enough morsel 
he is in all conscience ; just a small, slim, olive-brown bird 
with a fan-shaped tail and pinkish-looking legs. As he 
" purls ", his head, which is tilted up and slightly backwards, 
the crown-feathers being elevated crest-wise (though body 
plumage is compressed) is moved slowly and continuously 
from side to side, and this no doubt accounts for the ven
triloquism attributed by some observers to the species when 
its curious song is heard from afar ; his throat swells and 
pulsates ; and the mandibles are kept wide apart and in my 
opinion motionless ; whilst, sometimes certainly, the wings 
are all a-quiver. After a while down he drops or creeps into 
the screen below. But stay still, and in a second or so up 
he comes again, perhaps to the self-same perch, where " reel
ing " rapturously, he may permit you an inspection at a few 
yards range. Presently, perchance, the female enters the 
picture, sneaking out of the base of a bush close by with mouse
like motions. The male, on a sudden, ceases song, and flies 
with wings well expanded and fluttering, tail spread and 
feathers fluffed, to seek his mate. Coition accomplished, he 
flies back to his pedestal and starts to sing again. Occa
sionally, however, the female refuses, and then may ensue a 
chase, often at a fair height, which may last several minutes. 
The singing-stances, here be it noted, of which several favourites 
exist, are usually from forty to sixty yards from the nest, 
or from where it is intended that it shall be. 

Besides the " reel " there are several notes, but these are, 
on the whole, used very little. The stock cry, which functions 
as a call-note as well as one of irritation and alarm, is usually 
repeated (sometimes very fast), and may be syllabled as 
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" tic" or " chick", but occasionally it sounds much more like 
" whit". The two former renderings are a trifle hard and 
sometimes slightly metallic, and at times rather resemble a 
certain cry of the Starling's, with a tang of the Corn-Bunting's 
" chip " thrown in. But the " whit " is almost liquid and 
may almost be compared with the beginning of the Quail's 
" wet-me-lips ". All three variations may be heard at any 
time and place, but mostly at or in the neighbourhood of the 
nest, and nearly always from a bird more or less stationary, 
i.e., very seldom from one flying. Another, but apparently 
much rarer, note, used so far as I know in the nest haunt 
alone, is a rapidly repeated " tuck " suggestive of the clucking 
of a hen bantam, but of course softer. Yet another, equally 
rare, and used only at the nest itself, sounds like the agonized 
squeal of a small animal; whilst once I heard from the bird 
that grovelled (ut supra) a regular squeak, high-pitched, 
penetrating and sustained. 

Both sexes, often working in unison, provide for the needs 
of the nestlings, which stay in the nest for ten or eleven days. 
Some pairs, when so engaged, are very elusive, while others are 
correspondingly confiding. One couple, indeed, allowed 
Smyth and me to stand within six feet of them as they fed 
their young. Food is seldom gathered near the nest, but 
usually at a little distance and sometimes as far as a hundred 
yards ; but except for this it is very abnormal for Grasshopper-
Warblers in the nest haunt to fly more than, say, sixty yards 
on any one occasion without a break ; and certainly the rather 
awkward and somewhat laboured flight looks hardly capable 
of taking them in safety through the dangers of migration. 




